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08 July 2024 
 

 
Dear Parents/Carers 
 
Superhero Day:  Monday 22 July 
 
Our topic this half term has been Superheroes.  The children have learnt about fictional and real 
superheroes and explored superhero stories such as Supertato and Superworm.  To celebrate the 
children’s learning, we are going to have a Superhero Day on Monday 22 July.  This will involve the children 
taking part in Superhero activities throughout the day, such as Superhero learning and Superhero dancing.   
 

We will also be inviting the children to come in dressed as a superhero.  This could include anything from 
Spiderman pyjamas or a homemade cape and face painted mask, to a superhero alter ego such as Clark 
Kent or coming in dressed as their own personal superhero (whether that be a police officer, a doctor, 
their grandma or even you!) We also have spare superhero themed accessories at school, so if you are 
worried about providing clothing please speak to your child’s class teacher and we can arrange for an outfit 
to be provided for your child.  There is also no pressure to participate, so if your child would rather come 
to school in standard non-school uniform this is also perfectly acceptable.   
 

We would love you to join us at 2.15pm, in their class, to partake in some Superhero play, enjoy some 
Superhero themed arts and crafts, and have a look at their books.  Please come in via the main office. 
 

Thank you for all of your support during this final half term and we are all looking forward to a day of 
celebrations and fun! 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
Mrs C Craig   
Early Years Phase Leader                   
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